
Hey there, I’m Sally! This will be your 
quirkiest, easiest, funniest, and luckiest 
year!  I know it looks like I wrote a lot, 
but it’ll be quick, I promise! You will 

love your new teacher! I’m pretty sure 
you have heard of LiveSchool, and if 

you do, you will have 10x more 
LiveSchool points than the rest of Sixth 
Grade! As I am currently typing this, I 
have 3,814 LiveSchool points (as of 

5/17) so you all will be the richest! Your 
teacher will also allow you to stand up 

on your chair at specific times. He is 
super nice and will give out a lot of 

candy! You will gain inside jokes, 
nicknames, and class rankings as this 

year will progress. Mine are Sus Snake, 
Mr. Sally P, Class Artist, and The 

NoteTaker. Soak this year in, because 
it will be your best!



…Be afraid to be bold and dashing!…Stay quirky and fun since your peers will too!

Be W̶̙͖̺ ͝ e̸͉͌̎͝ î̷̪͚̮̄ r̶͍ ͂̐d̵̖͎̽̔ Stay TRUE to yourselfDon’t be shy!

Your IPad

(Duh.) Headphones
Notebooks



HUMOR. Interesting 

Facts!
GovernmentBlooket and Gimkit and Kahoot

(Trivia games with multiple choices hosted 
or created by yours truly **Mr. P**)

Rocket day was a day to have a partner 
and you shoot your rocket that you create

Making friends of all diversities and backgrounds 
is a great experience

(Extreme escape game at a friend’s bday party 
**we escaped with 2:50 exactly to spare**)



Mr. P is the best teacher you will ever 
receive. He makes sure everybody 

gets a chance to get called on and 
gives us a long time to finish our work. 

You don’t have to worry about the 
stinky, gross lunchroom because you 

will eat upstairs and watch shows 
and movies. Your teacher loves 

when you show empathy, kindness, 
and resilience to others. You will 

have a special week to put photos 
and memories of yourself on a cork 
board, and the next Monday, you 

can share it as Mr. P records a video 
to put on his website and YouTube 

channel. He is easy to relate to, 
unlike other teachers, and has a 

cheesy, dad-joke sense of humor.
Caring for 

us like his 

own 

children

Teaching us 

advanced 

lessons


